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 Many specialists are now looking for ways for commercial development and 

the introduction of technology and internet applications, especially since 

many homes in smart and developed cities need a great degree of fitness and 

electrical control. Now, days the internet of things shows a most important 

potential for commercial development in certain sectors. Therefore, this 

paper came with the aim of revealing a large variety of constantly evolving 

protocols for the internet of thing network design in particular three of these 

are constrained protocols such as message queuing telemetry transfer, 

application protocol message protocol extended, and message queuing 

telemetry transfer. To achieve this, the researcher used and followed the 

qualitative approach that relies on survey tools and theoretical presentation. 

Among the results obtained that: message queuing telemetry transfer is the 

best protocol among the three types as it has a high degree of reliability 

using supportive service quality levels and characterized by the use of 

neutral packets. The information may also contain binary or text content and 

has a superior transmission mechanism with efficiencies such as one-to-one, 

many-to-many or one-to-nothing. In addition, and for ease he uses easy-to-

state strategies. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The internet of things (IoT) is an essential technology today, it is an internet integrated of integrated 

devices or computers, mechanical and virtual machines, items, people, or animals which might be equipped 

with exclusive identifiers and ability of transporting built information over the community with not require 

building person-to-person or person-to-laptop communication [1], [2] An issue in IoT may be someone with 

a heart display implant, animals in a farm with a biochip bouquet, and car which are having sensors in order 

to alert the driving force whilst tire stability integrated is low or another herbal or guy-made item which is 

able to be allocated with IP protocol and is capable of transferring records over a network [2]. And it is noted 

that IoT has a special mechanic of work as an IoT surround built integrated involves integrated built 

integrated-enabled smart gadgets that utilize embedded structures, internet integrated sensors, processors, and 

communique hardware, to accumulate, send and work on internet collected by them from their environments 

[3]. Devices of IoT share the sensor internet they gather through connect integrated to a gateway or other 

facet device internet fact is either sent to cloud in order to be analyzed or being analyzed regionally. Every so 

often, those gadgets communicate with different associated devices and work on the statistics which they get 

from each other [4]. Devices do most of the paintings without integrated intervention of human, although 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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humans can internet have built integrated with devices integrated, to nominate them, supply them built 

instructions integrated or get admission to the built information [5]. 

Networking integrated, connectivity, and verbal exchange protocols utilized with these built 

integrated-enabled devices broadly integrated rely on specific IoT packages deployed [5]. IoT may also make 

utilization of artificial integrated intelligence (AI) and Mach built integrated building to resource integrated 

abuilding statistics internet integrated approaches simpler and extra dynamic [6]. 

One of the big problems in IoT application is that it needs a huge number of sensors and gates that 

are deployed and interconnected, so that these sensors in new environments and smart cities can receive the 

physical environments and send data to the receiving gate. So, protocols are needed that can precisely select 

the application type. This type is identified with security, fault tolerance, performance, and interoperability. 

So, statement can be formulated in the main question “what is the best IoT Protocols in the theoretical level 

of the IoT network design?” 
 
 

2. METHOD  

The researcher follows the qualitative approach that depends on the survey of a group of scientific 

studies published in books and scientific journals, then the researcher followed the comparative approach in 

order to make comparisons between the four types and highlight the advantages and disadvantages of each 

protocol and then draw the results and discussion. Following MIT Professor Neil Gerstenfeld’s book, it didn't 

utilize precise item, just furnished a bright and obvious vision of the IoT internet integrated headed [5]. 

Kevin Ashton, who are a co-founder of the car-identity middle at the Institute of Massachusetts of 

generation (MIT), first cited the building internet integrated [7]. The integration was to convey radio 

frequency identification (RFID) to eye of senior management of P&G's, Ashton named his presentation 

"internet integrated" to internet the new fashion of 1999: the built internet integrated. IoT has consisted of the 

wireless technology merging, micro electromechanical systems (MEMSes), micro services and internet [8]. 

The merging has improved the silos among built-information era and operational technology. It enables 

shapeless system-generated built-information for investigating the enhancements [5]. Even though Ashton's 

became the first mention of the IoT, the ideas of the connected devices have been around forming the 

Seventies, beneath the Nicknames embedded on the internet and pervasive computing [9]. 

The first equipment of internet, built instance, become a Coke device at university of Carnegie 

Mellon integrated early in 1980s. The use of the web, programmers should test the fame of match internet 

and internet whether there might be a cold rebuilt-ink built-in integrated them, need to they internet to make 

the journey to the integrated [10]. 

IoT advanced from machine-to-machine (M2M) conversation, IoT is only sensor in network (one of 

million smart small devices that help in connecting people [11]. M2M means a connecting tool to cloud, 

which manages and collect the data. When taking M2M to its following stage, IoT is said to be a sensor 

community of billions of smart devices that joint systems, humans, and other applications to gather data and 

share it. According to its basis, M2M gives the connectivity which allows IoT [12]. 

The IoT factors is also the natural protraction of the supervisory manage and internet conquest 

(SCADA), a software application packages category for procedure manages, integrated of facts from distant 

places to control the equipment and the conditions. SCADA systems consist of software program additives 

and hardware [13]. The hardware collects and feeds-built information right into the laptop which has 

software of SCADA built-in [14], [15]. The SCADA evolution is that past due-era SCADA structures 

evolved built-into the first technology IoT structures [10]. 
 
 

3. ARCHITECTURE OF IOT 

3.1.  Three-layer construction 

This architecture contains three layers [3], [5]: Perception, Network, and Application layers [16] i) 

Perception layer involves sensors to sense and gather information from its ecosystem. It perceives and 

identifies smart things and other parameters in the environment, ii) Network layers connect devices with 

servers and smart things. They have features that transmit and process sensor data [17], and iii) Application 

layer provides users with application-specific services [18]. It identifies the various applications such as 

smart health and smart homes [12]. Figure 1 show the most main architecture of three-layers. 

 

3.2.  Five-layer architecture 

Figure 2 shows the five-layers architecture contains belief, processing, transport, utility, and layers 

of business. The function of this layer is like perception and application layers [19]. As follows, the three 

layers are defined [13]. The delivery layer transmits the data from one layer called notion to another called 

processing and contrariwise across 4G, RFID, LAN, WIFI, or Bluetooth [20].  
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Middleware layer is another name-processing layer. This layer houses, evaluates, and processes 

huge sums of data resulted from delivery layer [21]. It might use and present a several set of facilities to 

reduce layers. It utilizes several tools simultaneously with cloud computing and databases [22]. The business 

layer runs the complete IoT gadget, which includes packages, enterprise and profit models, and user’s 

privateness [23]. The layer of business is out of this paper's scope. As a result, we do now not discuss it in 

addition [24]. 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 1. Three-layer IoT architecture Figure 2. Five-layer IoT architecture 

 

 

3.3.  Conceptual architectures of IoT 

The conceptual architectures concept of IoT consists of the real world, the information world, and 

the links between these two worlds. The real world builds a pervasive, mobile, community-computing 

environment consisting of sum of physical objects such as sensors, and devices. Each of which may have 

diverse computing capabilities. The world of information is made up of a set of virtual objects designated (or 

aggregated from) physical objects. The organization of societies scattered across the real world. The 

information can be managed through a community collaboration model or a member collaboration model. 

IoT infrastructure can be a platform for the network of things. Or a network of organisms for scattered 

communities. 

Nowadays a fundamental transformation resulted from Industry 4.0 leds manufacturing processes 

through the interaction of the overall business systems [25]. Industry 4.0 continues playing an important role 

for several industrial businesses. Its reference book remains gradually being implemented in different areas to 

drive technologists on in what way their systems communicate with others. Enterprises take also 

experimented with various reference book constructions for Industry 4.0. However, there is no full sense of 

the current structures Industry 4.0 [26]. 

 

3.4.  IoT protocols 

IoT conventions are a critical piece of the IoT invention mound without them, outfit would be 

delivered futile as the IoT conventions empower it to trade information in an systematized and significant 

manner. Out of these moved bits of information, helpful data can be removed for the end customer and 

gratefulness to it, the entire association turns out to be monetarily salutary, particularly regarding IoT 

contrivance the directors [13]. 

When agitating the Internet of Things, we generally consider correspondence [27]. Collaboration 

between detectors, widgets, doors, workers, and customer apps is the core brand that makes the Internet of 

Things the way it is. Still, what empowers so important shrewd stuff to talk, and associate are the IoT 

conventions that can be viewed as cants that the IoT gear utilizes to conduct [14]. 

Anusha et al, [6]. manage the multitudinous data protocols extensible messaging and presence 

protocol (XMPP), constrained application protocol (CoAP), advanced message queuing protocol (AMQP), 

message queuing telemetry transport (MQTT), data distribution service (DDS) and message queueing 

telemetry transport-sensor node (MQTT-SN) in the conception of the IoT. Authors purpose a comparison 

between the capability of each information protocol and contrary records protocols with reference to criteria 

of performance like packet loss price, bandwidth input, communication length, and quiescence. Every 

protocol’s overall performance is estimated according to the mileage. Except, XMPP as it has advanced 
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performance issues due to its extensible markup language (XML) stanza grounded completely transmitting 

for incontinently communicating packages over the internet [27]. 

Bandyopadhyay et al, [7] intention to decide which protocol is lesser proper for unique app regions 

with defined bias by means of assessing CoAP and XMPP. Android O/S and Intel X86 structures are 

employed to perform protocol’s opinions. The technologies of software for the perpetration are "LabCorp" 

library for CoAP and "Mosquito" task for MQTT [27]. Also, Wireshark is employed for assaying the network 

point callers. Protocols are being compared in the terms of consumption of power, bandwidth operation, and 

reliability. Harmonious with the consequences, CoAP is better than MQTT with reference to optimize power 

application. 

Chen et al, [8] carry out an Inclusive check in order to estimate performances of CoAP, MQTT, 

DDS and a custom UDP-primarily according to protocol in scientific operation of monitoring by means of 

addressing the quiescence, bandwidth consumption and packet loss criteria on a real-time data that's amassed 

from cases. Also, they make clear how the protocols carry out their functions underneath a limited, low 

satisfactory Wi- Fi network [28]. Tackle technologies are Raspberry Pi version 2, Arduino Uno modification 

three and home windows laptop ASUS ZenBook. The technologies of software program for perpetration are 

“Californium CoAP” for CoAP server and client), “Hive MQ” for MQTT sever perpetration, “Mosquito” for 

broker and MQTT guests (each subscriber and publisher), “OpenDDS” for DDS server and purchaser. 

Protocols' Performances are anatomized with “TBF”, “NetEM” and “Wireshark” equipment. Overall 

performance issues induce that both TCP- based completely protocols (DDS and MQTT) are more 

dependable than UDP- primarily based protocols (custom-UDP and CoAP) in low great Wi-Fi networks. 

However, TCP- based completely protocols have lesser quiescence than UDP-based completely protocols in 

the equal network situation. Further, DDS performs advanced than MQTT in situations of poor network [28]. 

Thangavel et al, [9] examine and estimate the performances of protocols of MQTT and according to 

packet- loss, retransmitting dispatches defer, data transferred in step with communication. Authors 

particularly concentrate on the transmission of records between the detectors on the knot of the gateway to 

the returned- end server for CoAP or broking for MQTT [29]. A pc as a server, a BeagleBoard- xM for the 

perpetration of middleware and a netbook for huge position community (WAN) impersonator are employed 

as the tackle- technologies. The software program technology is "Wanem” (the wide location community 

emulator) to switch messages, “Mosquito” assignment for MQTT dealer, “libcoap” library for CoAP and 

“Wireshark” in order to measure the metrics [30]. Results induce that communication of MQTT have lower 

detainments than CoAP for drop packet loss. On the different hand, MQTT has better detainments than CoAP 

for better packet loss [31]. Also, CoAP has much lower callers while communication length is lower and 

packet loss figure is much lower [32]. 

 

 

4. CRITICAL ANALYSIS  

While current Internet frame is uninhibitedly accessible and applicable for any IoT contrivance, it 

regularly demonstrates exorbitantly weighty and power-burning-through for most IoT application cases. 

Established by the IETF Constrained peaceful surroundings working gathering and dispatched in 2013, 

constrained application protocol (CoAP) was intended to interpret the HTTP model with the thing that it 

veritably well may be employed in prohibitive contrivance and association conditions [15]. 

 

4.1.  Constrained application protocol (COAP) 

Intended to introduce the requirements of HTTP-based IoT frameworks, CoAP depends on the user 

datagram protocol (UDP) for building up secure correspondence among endpoints. By taking into 

consideration multicasting and broadcasting, UDP can send information to numerous hosts while holding 

correspondence speed and low data transmission use, which makes it a decent counterpart for remote 

organizations ordinarily utilized in asset obliged M2M conditions. Something else that CoAP imparts to 

HTTP is the Restful design that upholds a solicitation/reaction cooperation model between application 

endpoints. Additionally, CoAP receives the essential HTTP get, post, put and erase strategies, on account of 

which vagueness can be kept away from at the hour of communication between customers, as shown in 

Figure 3. 

CoAP highlights Service Quality that is utilized to control the messages sent and imprint them as 

'confirmable' or 'non conformable' likewise which demonstrates whether the beneficiary should return an 'ack' 

or not. Other fascinating highlights of CoAP are that it upholds content arrangement and asset disclosure 

system. Aside from moving IoT information, CoAP use datagram transport layer security (DTLS) for the safe 

trade of messages in the vehicle layer. CoAP completely addresses the necessities of an incredibly light 

convention to satisfy the needs of battery-worked or low-energy gadgets. With everything considered, CoAP 

is a decent match with regards to the existing web administration based IoT frameworks [33]. 
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4.2.  Message queuing telemetry transport (MQTT) 

Presumably the most generally embraced standard in the Industrial IoT to date, Message Queuing 

Telemetry Transport is a lightweight distribution/membership type (bar/sub) informing convention, as can be 

seen in intended for battery-controlled gadgets, MQTT's design is basic and lightweight, giving low force 

utilization to gadgets. Chipping away at top of TCP/IP convention, it has been particularly intended for 

inconsistent correspondence networks to react to the issue of the developing number of little estimated 

modest low-power protests that showed up in the organization in the New Year’s [34], see Figure 4. 

 

 

  
  

Figure 3. IoT Standards and protocols guide 

protocols of the Internet of Things 

Figure 4. MQTT architecture 

 

 

 

MQTT depends on supporter, distributer, and dealer model. Inside the model, the distributer's 

undertaking is to gather the information and send data to endorsers through the intercession layer which is the 

agent. The part of the merchant, then again, is to guarantee security through cross-checking the distributers' 

and supporters' authorization [35]. MQTT offers three methods of accomplishing this (Service Quality), on 

account of that the distributer has the likelihood to characterize the nature of its message: (i) QoS0 (At most 

once): The most un-dependable mode yet in addition the quickest. The distribution is sent however 

affirmation isn't gotten, (ii) QoS1 (At least once): Ensures that the message is conveyed in any event once, 

however copies might be gotten. (iii) QoS2 (Exactly once): The most dependable mode while the most data 

transfer capacity burning-through. Copies are controlled to guarantee that the message is conveyed just a 

single time. Having discovered large width of application in such IoT gadgets as electric meters, vehicles, 

finders, and modern or sterile gear, MQTT reacts well to the accompanying necessities [17], [36] (i) 

Minimum data transmission use, (i) Operation over remote organizations, (i) Low energy utilization, (i) Good 

dependability if vital and (i) Little handling and memory assets. 

Despite its attributes, MQTT can be hazardous for some prohibitive gadgets, because of the reality 

of the messages' transmission over TCP and overseeing long subject names, as shown in Figure 5. That is 

tackled with MQTT-SN variation that utilizes UDP and supports point name ordering. Be that as it may, 

notwithstanding its wide selection, MQTT does not uphold a very much characterized information portrayal 

and gadget the board structure model, which delivers the execution of its information the executives and 

gadget the executives’ abilities completely stage or merchant explicit [37]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. MQTT with IoT system 
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4.3.  Extensible messaging and presence protocol (XMPP) 

Created in 1999 by the Jabber open-source local area and initially implied for constant informing, 

this correspondence IoT convention for message-arranged middleware depends on the XML language. It 

considers ongoing trade of organized however extensible information between at least two organization 

customers [17], [38]. Since its initiation, XMPP has been generally applied as a correspondence’s 

convention. Over the long run and with the rise of a lightweight XMPP particular: XMPP-IoT, it has 

proceeded to be utilized with regards to the IoT. Being an open local area upheld standard, XMPP IoT's 

qualities are tending to and adaptability capacities, that makes it ideal for customer arranged IoT 

organizations [39]. 

Among the downsides of utilizing XMPP in IoT correspondence, it ought to be noticed that it offers 

neither Service Quality nor start to finish encryption. Because of these impediments, among others, it is 

anticipated which its application inside IoT will remain approximately associated with the business, as the 

convention certainly will not turn into a standard utilized day-in outing for the reasons for information trade 

and the executives of asset compelled gadgets, similarly as MQTT or LwM2M are. Table 1 shows a 

comparison between IoT protocols. In Figure 6, we can see that The XMPP protocol used between XMPP 

client and XMPP server for communication is depicted [39]. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6. XMPP protocol used between XMPP client and XMPP server for communication 

 

 

Table 1. Comparison between IoT protocols 
Protocol Advantages Disadvantages 

COAP 
Operates fast advertisement by means of transferring 

small packets with UDP subcaste.  

Dispatches are unreliable thus, ACK (acknowledgement) 

packets are dispatched to affirm the communication arrives 

[40], [41]. But it does now not show actually whether those 
dispatches are decrypted successfully or absolutely. 

 Asynchronous discussion is supplied. 
It follows up the criteria. It's named the most unstandardized 

protocol among different protocols [11]. 

 
Person-to-Person communication does not want to the 

intermediate server among customers. Aalso, numerous- 

to- numerous verbal exchanges is supported [42].  
 

 
DTLS presents privacy, safety, and integrity with the aid 

of approving cracking and securing. 
 

 Applicable volition designed for defined items [43]-[45].  

MQTT 
Offerings trustability of dispatches by using supporting 

QoS categories. 

The protocol such as TCP calls for redundant discussion bents 

in discrepancy to UDP [46]. 

 
Successfully makes use of bandwidth thru packet 
agnostic. The information can also cover double or 

textual content. 

Broker has constrained ability for verbal exchange. 

 
Submit instrument takes capabilities like 1-to-1, 
numerous-to- numerous or one-to-none. Also, this way 

provides bi-way connections [47]. 

All nodes are associated to agent. Accordingly, the 
advertisement breakdowns while the broking is a 

disappointment [48]. 
 Develop easy strategies used for communicate.  

 
Asynchronous communication amongst nodes. 

Communications can put up every time [45]. 
 

XMPP 
It is far flexible several hosting servers which offer 
continued advertisement. 

The server has restricted capability for verbal exchange [49]. 

 
It provides advertisement among patron-patron, MVP 

server web architecture.  

The authorization takes plenty time at the same time as 

customers request get admission to the server [50]. 

 The presence index gives lesser options to the messaging. The use of XML Stanzas in conversation reasons delays. 

 
It provides extra redundant verbal exchange and contains 

TCP protocol [11]. 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION SECTION 

The security is provided by COAP datagram transport layer security with the help of cryptographic 

authorization and security [51]. Still, the dispatches are not dependable. Thus, ACK (acknowledgment) 

packets are transferred to confirm the appearance of the communication. However, it now does not actually 

show whether these dispatches were successfully or absolutely deciphered. It is still invariant. It was chosen 

from the most non-standard protocols among the colorful protocols. XMPPP is a good type as multiple 

servers are highly scalable and adaptable offering seamless communication and supports manifest between 

payee-tenant, server-server-server but the server's ability to verbally exchange is limited, and delegation takes 

a long time at the same time clients are requesting access to the server [48]. 

MQTT is the stylish protocol among the three types as it has a high degree of trust ability using 

probative service quality situations, which uses neutral packets. The information may also contain binary or 

text content and has a superior transmission mechanism with efficiencies such as one-to-one, many-to-many 

or one-to-no Thing. In addition, he uses easy-to-state strategies. 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION  

This paper demonstrates a comparison study among IoTs protocols. The features and components of 

the study are principally needed for the IoT gadgets to gather environmental records in accurate time. The 

comparative study presents the overall performance criteria of XMPP protocol, CoAP, and MQTT. They 

compare them based on some performance criteria. It covers the differences of these protocols in an actual 

verbal exchange surroundings. The packet time is used to find the preface time, packet transport pace criteria 

to decide the differences in the detention in the actual time communication. The results of the compression 

present that MQTT shows a considerable performance in the time of transmission than different protocols. 

However, CoAP presents a respectable transition like UDP-primarily grounded protocol. Furthermore, there 

are a considerable response in MQTT over CoAP. Overall, the performance of MQTT is better than others 

because of several issues. These issues contain massive bandwidth and other packets. These packets are 

actuality switch to drop magnitude. At the same time, the COAP presents much lower integrated. The 

comparison shows that XMPP has reasons extra quiescence when it is compared with the other protocols. 

This quiescence is happened because it has a decelerating structure like XML stanza. Our work in the future 

will measure provided protocols to cover unique situations. The suggested situations include high collision 

fee, low bandwidth, and make bigger the surroundings to gather environmental non-stop records from distinct 

places. 
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